
Remotely access your site systems and perform updates automatically
NCR Configuration Center is a centralized database management application that allows for Aloha POS configuration  
settings for mult-store restaurant organizations. It offers remote distribution and access capabilities through an  
easy-to-use .NET rich-client interface.

Access your configuration data from anywhere
NCR Configuration Center provides secure access to your 
hosted configuration data from any location. Network 
administration, data backup, server software and hardware 
maintenance are managed for you, allowing you to focus on 
your business.

Control your data with security roles and permissions
A single point of administration can be accessed from 
anywhere with the confidence that a redundant infrastructure 
is consistently backing up your menus, labor, taxes and other 
corporate data.

Distribute data automatically and perform
real-time updates
Easily update menu items, price changes or POS 
configurations across multiple sites automatically. NCR 
Configuration Center enables administrators to manage and 
schedule changes to the database in multi-site environments 
using an automated distribution process.

I AM NCR
CONFIGURATION CENTER
Easily make database changes to multiple sites from anywhere

For more information,
visit www.ncr.com, or email info.hostedsolutions@ncr.com
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Key features

Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in 
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. 
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services, NCR 
enables more than 550 million transactions daily across 
retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, 
and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday 
transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 
employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a 
trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and 
other countries. The company encourages investors to visit its 
web site which is updated regularly with financial and other 
important information about NCR. 

Invest in efficiency
Access your NCR Configuration Center database from 
virtually any computer at a fraction of the cost of doing  
it yourself. 

Rich, easy-to-use interface
Intuitively designed for the novice user with a rich set of 
advanced features and tools for the power user. The new 
‘grid view’ style of each function screen keeps your data 
visible when you add or edit records in the application.

Offline mode capability
If connection to the hosted database is temporarily lost, all 
functions are available offline and any changes made are 
automatically synchronized when connectivity is restored.

Data integrity and recovery
NCR Configuration Center keeps corporate and store data 
synchronized at all times to allow for consistent reporting and 
effective systems management. Your configuration data is 
protected by automatic backup and disaster recovery support 
enabled by a robust data center infrastructure.

Built-in security
Multiple layers of security ensure that your data is protected. 
Role-based user security and record-level data security 
prevent individual users from accessing designated areas. 
You have complete control over which types of data can be 
viewed and/or edited by each user.

Automatic application upgrades
NCR Configuration Center checks for available upgrades each 
time it starts up. If a version upgrade is available, the system 
will download the new store client files and apply them.


